Transition IEP Tutorial
Need help with developing your Transition IEPs?
Are you worried if your Transition IEPs are compliant with Article 7 and IDEA?
Do you think about the quality of your Transition IEPs?

- The Indiana Secondary Transition Resource Center (INSTRC) would like to share our newest resource called, *Transition IEP: A Self-guided Tutorial on What You Need to Know to Write Quality Compliant Transition IEPs*.
- Access the tutorial by clicking on this link [http://breeze.iu.edu/transitionieps/](http://breeze.iu.edu/transitionieps/) or visit our website [instrc@indiana.edu](mailto:instrc@indiana.edu) and click under Resources and Student-focused planning.
- Complete the tutorial and feedback survey and earn a Professional Growth Plan Point

Accessibility

*This Tutorial contains closed captioning (cc). If you need the Tutorial in an alternative format (e.g., text only or CDROM) please contact us.*